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Research Goal

There is an interdependence among the many factors influencing the design 

process of architecture. To achieve a successful design outcome, the interdependent 

relationships such as architect's design concept, environmental sensitivity, and owner's 

needs are important factors. Without addressing the interdependence of these factors, 

there is likely to be a conflict between owner's needs and the architect's design concept 

when responding to the environmental context. This paper will examine jw o  main 

problems of contemporary architectural design.

First, there are communication problems between architect and owner in 

working towards a desirable, design outcome. This problem probably sfeml from the 

architect's inability to avoid ambigurtjT and^vag^uMess when communicating design

concepts to the clients. Because of the abstract character of the sketches produced 

during the design process, it is crucial that architect ensure understanding of those 

sketches by the owner. According to Barry LePatner, a founder of New York based law 

firm Barry LePatner and Associates, "architects, sadly, are often unable to speak the 

same language as their clients" (LePatner 153). LePatner also suggested that architects

translate abstract design solutions into concrete, businesslike terms. LePatner
.B’.v

concluded that "redefining esthetics into a solid program that your clients can 

appreciate is essential if you are to prove your firm's talents go beyond pretty pictures" 

(LePatner 154). As a result, an informed client is likely to make better decisions and 

effectively reach an agreement with the architect.



A second problem of contemporary architecture is the frequent insensitlvityjof 

solutions to the_context. According to architect Rob Quigley, architecture can enhance 

the city by providing a harmonious environment. Without proper care, architects are 

likely to produce a "built environment that has become an anarchic assemblage of ego-

driven foreground structures against a background" (Quigley 90).

This paper attempts to increase understanding and appreciation of meaningful 

and thoughtful greatio^sof contemporary architecture. First, it is critical that architects 

understand and appreciate how great contemporary architecture is created so that 

future architectural work continues to reflect these creative, sensitive, and exciting 

architectural achievements. Second, it is equally essential that the public recognizes the 

impact that contemporary architecture has on its living environment. It is anticipated 

that this research will be both informative and enlightening to the profession and the 

public.



Research Methodology

In studying design concepts of contemporary architecture, this research 

demonstrates how major architectural theories affect the design process, using four art 

museums as case studies. This research has four parts.

Part One includes history of art museums, theories and beliefs. This part reviews 

the literature to define the relationships between the design theories of famous 

architects including Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, Walter Gropius, Mies van der 

Rohe, and Louis I. Kahn and how those theories influenced their work. The review will 

look at the period between 1900 and the present.

Part Two provides the definition of four analytical structures: site, form,

function, and tectonics. In addition, design theories and examples of contemporary 

architecture are included to help explain the meaning of each element.

Part Three analyzes the designs of art museums designed by four famous 

architects. The four art museums chosen are the Nelson Fine Arts Center in Tempe, 

Arizona by Antoine Predock (1989); the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art by Mario 

Botta (1995); the Wexner Center for the Visual Arts in Columbus, Ohio by Peter 

Eisenman (1984); and the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, Georgia by Richard Meier 

(1983). In addition to looking at plans and photographs, the research methodology 

included srte^yisits and interviews with the art museum directors. Morphological^ 

matrices will also be used to study plans, elevations, sections, perspectives, and
9 IveU-.

photographs. )

Part Four concludes the relationships among four analytical structures, theories, 

and design outcomes, examining how the architects addressed critical architectural and 

environmental issues in arriving at their final design solutions.



PART ONE

Background

In studying contemporary architecture, 

there are three critical concerns to examine: the 

history of art museums, theories, and beliefs. 

This Master Report will examine the evolution of 

museum design between 1811 and the present. In 

addition, the theories and beliefs of the architects 

will also be studied to understand the 

relationship between the architects' philosophies 

and their design outcomes.
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History

Art museums first opened to visitors in the 

18th century. Historically, they held collection of 

art works and were founded by princes and 

wealthy collectors, providing the public with 

exhibitions of paintings, sculptures and art 

education (Pevsner 111). Originally, the 

exhibitions commonly were held in existing 

palaces and temples. In 1709, Johann Wilhelm, an 

elector in Dusseldorf, began building a gallery for 

his art collection-the first real museum. The first 

art museums were typically designed in classical 

styles Greek, Roman, and Neoclassical.

Included among the early art museums are 

the Dulwich College Art Gallery (1811-1814) 

designed by Sir John Soane, Altes Museum (1823- 

1830) designed by K.F. Schinkel, and Alte 

Pinakothek (1826-1836) designed by Leo von 

Klenze (see Figure 1). Sir John Soane's Museum 

(1813), in London reflected his personal 

Neoclassical, Picturesque manner, and included 

the symmetrical development of a Rotunda. The 

Rotunda concept influenced later art museums in 

the United States, including the original National 

Gallery of Art (1936) in Washington D.C. 

designed by J. Russell Pope (see Figure 2).

Fig. 1: ■ Dulwich College Art Gallery, England (1814)

Fig. 2: National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. (1936)



A climax in the evolution of the rotunda 

can be seen in the Guggenheim Museum, New  

York, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright (1943- 

1959). Wright's design seems inspired by the 

Roman Pantheon using a large oculus for the 

skylight, and providing a spiral ramp extending 

up from ground level. Pieces of art were 

exhibited on the walls along the spiral ramp are 

illuminated by daylight from the oculus and by 

electrical light fixtures. Although the 

Guggenheim provides places for social 

interaction and relaxation, the design of this 

museum created serious difficulties in the lay-out 

of art exhibitions, causing both awkward and 

forced movement in the ramp traffic 

(Trachtenberg 537). The Guggenheim museum 

produced a debate among architects as to how to 

successfully find a balance between functional 

requirements and beauty in modem art museum 

design.

Today many architects approach the 

design of an art museum with the intent of 

producing works of art, using different 

architectural vocabularies. Famous modem  

museum architects include Louis Kahn, Richard 

Meier, Renzo Piano, I.M. Pei, Arata Isozaki, 

Antoine Predock, and Mario Botta. These 

architects' works display a wide variety of 

sculptural forms. Significant examples of their 

works include the Kimbell Art Museum by Louis
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Kahn, the East wing of National Gallery of Art by 

I.M. Pei, and the Menil Collection by Renzo Piano 

(see Figure 3).

Hislmkally, fo^m aj
form, function, and.^tectonics), influenced the 

design of art museums. Specifically, site affects 

the orientation of the building form in response to 

climatic factors such as solar energy, wind 

direction, and humidity. In museum design, 

form provides a sense of the building character 

such as monumental civic pride and pure modem  

form. Function involves three elements: 

exhibition spaces (e.g., lighting design, lay-out of 

space), storage spaces (e.g., protection and 

accessibility of collections), and circulation (e.g., 

public and private zones, entry's location). 

Lastly, tectonics concern the type of material 

construction such as masonry, steel framing, and 

arcuation). A key concern of museum design is 

the architect's and the client's understanding of 

the basic purpose of art collections in responding 

to the four categories.

Fig. 3: East building of National Gallery of Art, 

Washington, DC. (1978)



Theories and Beliefs

Contemporary architectural design 

theories have been significantly influenced by 

Modem Art beginning in about 1900 (Buchanan 

11). Some of these influential art theories 

influencing architecture were Neo-Impressionism 

(1886) and Expressionism (1911) (Barr 1). These 

influences resulted in the formulation of several 

famous architectural design theories, including 

Constructivism (1914), Purism (1918), and 

Bauhaus (1919). The industrial revolution (1907), 

producing both new materials and technologies, 

also played a dominant role in the development 

of contemporary architecture (Drexler 16).

In addition, there were other movements 

in art and architecture that have made an 

especially significant impact on architecture. 

These movements include Arts and Crafts (1859), 

Cubism (1906), Neo-Plasticism and De Stijl (1916), 

Modernism (1920), and Deconstruction (1976). 

These theories and beliefs transformed the art of 

contemporary architecture (see Figure 4).
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Arts and Crafts Ideals

The Arts and Crafts ideals began in 

England in 1859 with the works of English critics, 

artists, and architects: especially Pugin, Ruskin, 

and Morris. These individuals believed that the 

qualities of vernacular design would create an 

architecture appropriate to a simple good life.

Morris's ideals concerning art and life, craft and 

utility formed a basis of the modem movement in 

architecture and design. The Arts and Crafts 

designer used indigenous materials and local 

crafts to suggest a harmony between architecture, 

furniture design and decorative arts, and their 

natural settings (Curtis 52) (see Figure 5).

Architects influenced by the Arts and Fl8*5: Gamble House' California (1908)

Crafts movement include Frank Lloyd Wright,

Charles Rennie Macintosh, Bernard Maybeck, and 

Irving Gill. Perhaps, the most important 

development of Arts and Crafts can be seen in the 

work of Frank Lloyd Wright. In 1937, the 

influence contributed to Wright's development of 

his Late Modem design philosophy called 

"Organic architecture" as seen in the Fallingwater 

(Trachtenberg 535). Wright's theory stresses a 

direct response to the nature of materials, detailed 

furnishings, and the treatment of space relative to 

the landscape. Currently, Arts and Crafts Ideals



continue to inspire today's architects, such as Fay 

Jones, Will Bruder, and Antoine Predock, who 

place importance on values of simplicity, honesty 

of construction and the environment.
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Cubism

Cubism originated in Paris (1906) with the 

artists Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque. 

Influenced by the Neo-Impressionist artists 

Cezanne, Gauguin, Seurat, and Van Gogh, 

Cubism produced a modem revolution in the 

visual arts (Barr 166). Some of the masterpieces of 

Cubism are Girl with Mandoline by Pablo Picasso 

(1910), Still-Life with Violin and Pitcher by 

Georges Braque (1910), and Still Life by Le 

Corbusier (1920) (see Figure 6). It is worth noting 

that the artists' self-expressions also became 

influential in transforming Neo-Impresionism's 

paintings into a more abstract ones, resulting in 

different art compositions (Clay 25).

In Cubism, collage is a technique of 

composing a work of art using various materials, 

such as newspaper, ticket, and envelope, as seen 

in Picasso's Collage (1913) (Barr 82). 

Theoretically, Cubism expresses the artist's 

intuition a composition simplifying the real-life 

objects through dynamic, asymmetrical balance as 

seen in Picasso's drawing "Figure" (Barr 42) (see 

Figure 7).

In 1918, the evolution of contemporary 

architecture was influenced by Cubism and can 

be seen in the Purism of Le Corbusier's

Fig. 6: Still Life (1920)

Fig. 7: Figure (1915)



architecture. As Le Corbusier stated, 

"Architecture is a thing of art, a phenomenon of 

the emotions, lying outside questions of 

construction and beyond them" (Corbusier 23). 

Thus, Le Corbusier rationalizes the 

interdependent development of his purist 

painting and architecture through the pure 

geometrical form and space abstractions in his 

theory.



Neo-Plasticism and 

De Stijl
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Neo-Plasticism was invented by the Dutch 

artist Piet Mondrian in 1916. The term "Neo- 

Plasticism" derives from the word "plastic," 

which in this context, means the sense of 

"formative" or "shaping" of new art (Troy 5). As 

Mondrian described, "new plastics is the plastical 

expression of the determinate intuition" (5). The 

meaning of new plastics provides the pure 

abstract image which transform nature into non

nature (Troy 62). This kind of image originates in 

the artist's own imagination leading to a unified 

expression of nature and non-nature.

Influenced by Cubism, Mondrian 

developed the characteristics of Neo-Plasticism in 

paintings, using asymmetrical compositions of 

straight lines in horizontal and vertical positions. 

The composition of these elements creates a 

dynamic balance between rectangular planes and 

primary colors such as red, blue, yellow, black, 

and white, as shown in Piet Mondrian's 

Composition in Color A (1917) and Composition 

with Red, Yellow and Blue (1921), and Theo van 

Doesburg's Pure Painting (1920) (see Figure 8). 

These paintings demonstrate the three-

Fig. 8: Composition with Red, Yellow, and Blue (1921)



dimensional projection of lines, spaces, and colors 

that contributed to new theories in contemporary 

architecture, particularly the Bauhaus (1919) and 

Purism (1918) (Barr 156).

In 1920, Mondrian and Theo van Doesburg 

founded a magazine called "De Stijl," showcasing 

their own paintings (Troy 6). Neo-Plasticism 

profoundly influenced contemporary architecture 

through De Stijl. In the magazine, many artists, 

including painters, sculptors, furniture-makers, 

and architects, shared ideas of abstract 

composition (Nash 4). De Stijl involved in the 

production of art, design, and architecture in 

relation to modem society (Overy 12). More 

importantly, De Stijl suggested a new conception 

of space and form of Modem architecture as seen 

in the Schroeder House in Utrecht, Holland 

designed by Gerrit Thomas Rietveld in 1924 (see 

Figure 9).

Upon coming to the United States in 1940, 

Mondrian inspired many American artists (Troy 

3). Other architects influenced by Neo-Plasticism 

and De Stijl included Le Corbusier, Mies van der 

Rohe, Walter Gropius, Frank Lloyd Wright, Frank 

Gehry, and Peter Eisenman. Examples of these 

influences are displayed in Martin House, Buffalo 

by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1904, Barcelona 

Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe in 1928 (see Figure 

10).

Fig. 9: Schroeder House, Holland (1924)

1 I
i r

1

___ 1
Fig. 10: Barcelona Pavilion, Germany (1929)



Modernism

The modem movement climaxed in the 

period between the two World Wars, 1920-36. 

Two major influences came from the turning 

points of both art and industrial developments. 

The revolution in art began with Neo- 

Impressionism and Cubism about 1900. At that 

time, the industrial development started in 

European countries including England, France, 

and Germany. As a result, the influences of art 

and industrial revolutions became key concepts 

of architects in that period in creating modem  

architecture.

The significant major art and design 

theories occurred during that movement included 

Purism, Bauhaus, De Stijl, and Constructivism. 

Purism suggested the ideal geometrical form by 

Le Corbusier in 1918. Bauhaus introduces the 

idea of machine-style by Walter Gropius in 1919. 

De Stijl exhibited the new idea of space and form 

through the composition of floating horizontal 

and vertical planes by Piet Mondrian and Theo 

van Doesburg in 1916. Later modem movements 

included Late Modernism, Post modernism, and 

Deconstruction (see Figure 11). Presently, 

contemporary architecture continues receiving 

the influences from the earlier modernism.



Deconstruction

Deconstruction is a theory of discourse 

about a paradox between the rational definition 

of a word and the conceptualization of what that 

word represents. This theory was invented by a 

French philosopher Jacques Derrida in about 1976 

(Byers 223). Derrida is director of studies in 

philosophy at Ecole des Hautes Etudes en 

Sciences Sociales.

Derrida strongly believes in the power of 

mutism, the silence of discourse. This power is a 

communication of thought by words in a 

discussion of a subject. He values the difference 

between the real definition of a word and 

people's self-interpretations of the word. 

Specifically, when people translate the meaning 

of a word, they begin discussing the essence of 

the subject. In Derrida's belief system, there is no 

right or wrong interpretation about the meaning 

of the subject (Brunette 5). The subject of a 

discourse can be any field including philosophy, 

humanity, science, art, music, and architecture.

Theoretically, Deconstructive architecture 

refers to the meaning of "gathering." According 

to Derrida, "Deconstruction is the condition of 

construction, of true invention, of a real 

affirmation that holds something together, that
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constructs" (Derrida 27). Through the contrasting 

images of the building form, Deconstructive 

architecture visually attracts attention and 

encourages people to discuss the concept behind 

the building image.

Derrida, when discussing Deconstructive 

architecture, pointed out that, "What I do with 

words is make them explode so that the 

nonverbal appears in the verbal" (Derrida 20). 

He conceptualizes architecture as a nonverbal 

object of spatial art that communicates words (i.e., 

the silence of discourse) to people through the 

building image, while stimulating them to talk or 

discuss the building.

In summary. Deconstruction influenced 

the Deconstructive architecture of architects such 

as Peter Eisenman, Bernard Tschumi, Frank 

Gehry, Peter Cook, and Coop Himmelblau (see 

Figure 12).
Fig. 12: Open House, Malibu, California (1990)



PART TWO

Analytical Structure

The following analytical structure 

identifies four key categories for studying 

contemporary architecture: site, form, function, 

and tectonics. Consideration of these categories 

can result in a design organization that satisfies 

human needs.

The theories and beliefs (i.e.. Arts and 

Crafts Ideals, Cubism, Neo-Plasticism and De 

Stijl, Modernism, and Deconstruction) discussed 

in Part One will be used as referents in exploring 

the relationships among the theories and beliefs, 

the analytical structure, and the design outcomes 

of art museums.

The theories and the four categories (i.e., 

site, form, function, and tectonics) will be treated 

as criteria in analyzing the architects' design 

approaches to four art museums in Part Three.



A. Context
I. Site

In this report, "context" describes the 

existing conditions surrounding a building site. 

Architects analyze the context to achieve two 

major goals: to create a building character that 

responds to both the site's context and the client's 

needs.

An example of a contextual approach is the 

theory .o f the Arts and Crafts movement's 

emphasis on the use of indigenous materials in 

generating building form. An excellent example 

of contemporary architecture fully exploiting the 

natural context is Fallingwater designed by Frank 

Lloyd Wright in 1937. This building exhibits the 

integration of natural materials to create an image 

reflecting a harmonious blending with the setting. 

Specifically, Wright used a horizontal solid-void 

composition of masses and indigenous materials 

to successfully create the building form (see 

Figure 1). According to Wright, "It is in the 

nature of any organic building to grow from its 

site, come out of the ground into the light (Wright 

59). As a result, Wright made the natural context 

an integral part of his architecture.

Elevation

Plan

Fig. 1: Falling Water, Pennsylvania (1937)
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B. Climate

"Climate" includes three major factors: 

wind, natural light, and rain. In creating a design 

character in response to the region's climate, 

wind, natural light, and rain will affect the well

being of the building's inhabitants.

Some of the questions concerning climate 

for the four museums are:

1) Did the architect consider climate as a part of 

design concept?

2) How does the climate affect building 

performance?

These questions will be used to analyze the 

effectiveness of the architect's design concept 

regarding thermal comfort and daylighting effect 

of both the interior and the exterior. An example 

of an architecture that responds successfully to 

the climate factor is Menil Collection, Houston, 

Texas, designed by Renzo Piano in 1986 (see 

Figure 2). While a series of ferro-cement leaves 

functions as a solar energy device, the ferro- 

cement leaves also result in a unique exterior 

form (Curtis 660).

Fig. 2: Menil Collection, Texas (1986)
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II. Form

"Form" refers to an ordering generator of 

architectural design in organizing architectural 

elements. To analyze the museums, various 

vocabularies used to discuss the concept of form 

include mass, volume, solid-void composition, 

fenestration, color scheme, structure, geometry, 

hierarchy and balance, and symbolic meaning. 

These characteristics have resulted in different 

perspectives towards contemporary architecture, 

particularly in terms of the architects' conceptions 

of three-dimensional built form.

In this report, form is a critical role when 

architects design a building. In Le Corbusier's 

Purism and Louis Kahn's Beaux-Arts, form is an 

important part of their architectural creations. 

These architects created architecture using 

vocabularies of form to generate the ideal 

building images.

An example of form, the Pantheon in Rome 

designed by Hadrian (118-128 A.D.) demonstrates 

clearly the essence of form by superimposing the 

circular shape in both plan and elevation of the 

building form (see Figure 3). Consequently, an 

awareness of circular volume dominates the 

visitor's experience of the place (Trachtenberg 

137).

S e c t io n

PLAN

Fig. 3: Pantheon, Rome, Italy (118-128 A.D.)
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A. Mass

"Mass" means the weight and exterior 

contour of building form. Overall, mass is 

configured by the pattern of fenestration in 

composition with solid structure of the building 

(see Figure 4). As a result, the perception of mass 

articulates the three-dimensional configuration — 

the outside — of the whole building feature which 

conveys the architect's design concept towards 

the exterior (Clark 4).

In this research, the examination of mass 

will be displayed through diagrams as a method 

for understanding the way the architect designs 

the exterior contour of the building form.

Fig. 4: Mass



B. Volume

"Volume" identifies the space contained on 

the inside of the building form. Volume is also 

defined by points, lines, planes, creating a sense 

of weightlessness. Geometrically, volume has 

three dimensions: length, width, and height or 

depth (Ching 44) (see Figure 5). Geometrical 

forms are used to create a variety of volumes, 

using additive form and subtractive form. These 

techniques allow the architect to manipulate the 

volumetric relationship between space and form. 

According to Ching, "a volume can be either 

solid, space displaced by mass, or void, space 

contained or enclosed by planes" (44).

For example, the volume's analysis of the 

Hyatt Regency, San Francisco designed by John 

Portman in 1973, stresses the volume within the 

interior. Using the stepped ceiling with a 17-story 

sky-lit atrium, the architect created a large 

volume illuminated by natural light (see Figure 

6).

Fig. 5: Volume

Fig; 6: Atrium at Hyatt Regency, San Francisco (1973)
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C. Solid-Void Composition

The "Solid-Void Composition" describes 

the rhythm of horizontal and vertical planes on 

both exterior and interior. In other words, the 

composition of the solid (e.g., brick wall) and 

void (e.g., glass wall) affects architectural image 

and atmosphere of the interior.

An excellent example of a solid-void 

composition can be found in Piet Mondrain's 

Neo-Plastic paintings with its rhythm of 

horizontal and vertical strips (see Figure 7). 

Influenced by Neo-Plasticism, modem architects 

created solid-void compositions by the 

arrangement of openings in the enclosure of 

interior and exterior space, which in turn, defined 

the building form.
Fig. 7: Piet Mondrain's Composition in Color A (1917)



D. Fenestration

"Fenestration" refers to the disposition of 

windows and other openings in a building. In 

this study, the concept of fenestration is 

developed simultaneously with the geometrical 

composition in accordance with the architect's 

design concept. The layout of fenestration 

pattern provides three major functions of the 

building design: daylight, ventilation, and

building image.

For example, in the theory Five Points of a 

New Architecture of Le Corbusier, horizontal 

strip windows run the full length of the building 

(Curtis 176). According to Curtis, Le Corbusier's 

design intention was to create void to contrast 

with solid walls, resulting in an ideal form that 

displays the effects of transparency and planarity 

through the strip windows (see Figure 8).

Frank Lloyd Wright's late modernism 

shows a harmonious pattern of fenestration with 

solid walls is the Guggenheim Museum in New  

York (1959). Enhancing the design, the half-circle 

of mullion provides a sense of visual continuity 

between circular volumes and window mullions 

(see Figure 9).

r f f n  i ttti i i

m il l .. □in
Fig. 8: Villa Savoye, France (1930)

Fig. 9: Guggenheim, New York (1959)
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E. Color Scheme

"Color Scheme" refers to the use of a 

variety of colors to articulate the building form. 

The use of different colors can intensify the 

experience of the masses to create a series of 

visual perceptions. These perceptions can be 

interpreted as an identity of building while 

providing a sense of continuity with the site.

For example, influenced by Neo-Plasticism 

and De Stijl, Theo van Doesburg's spatial diagram 

for a house (1924) used a color scheme 

differentiating between the horizontal and 

vertical planes within the space (see Figure 10). 

The balance between colors provides a visual 

perception of the overall composition of the 

building form.

Another design example that uses a color 

scheme successfully is Piazza dTtalia in New 

Orleans (1980) designed by Charles Moore. This 

project demonstrates how the architect composed 

the mixture of colors and stainless steel to 

provide a sense of place -  including the map of 

Italy (see Figure 11). Similarly, other architects 

such as Fay Jones and Louis Kahn, used integral 

natural and applied surface colors of materials in 

the color scheme for their buildings.

Fig. 10: Theo van Doesburg's Spatial Diagram (1924)

Fig. 11: Piazza d'ltalia. New Orleans (1980)
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F. Structure

"Structure" identifies the layout of a 

building that serves two major purposes: the

supporting and ordering systems. While 

buildings use structure as a means to support 

building's components, there are some building 

designs that incorporate the structure as part of 

the building character.

Conceptually, structure is used to organize 

space and building elements, often using the 

modular grid system. For example, Beaux-Arts 

architecture displays the use of modular system 

in the floor plan as a layout for the placement of 

columns (see Figure 12). Thus, structure 

determines the choice of material and the 

building character in achieving both supporting 

and ordering purposes. In this report, I will 

analyze the structure of the museums, focusing 

on each building's formal order.

■ IS

Fig. 12: Beaux-Arts's Modular Floor Plan
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G. Geometry

"Geometry" serves as another formative 

generator determining the scale of both plan and 

elevation. A series of built forms can be 

developed through the manipulation of simple 

geometrical shapes such as circle, square, and 

triangle. Using the geometry's techniques, such 

as overlap, penetration, and shift, the architect 

can create a variety of built forms projecting a 

two-dimensional image in the floor plan and the 

three-dimensional image. As a critical part of 

museum analyses, geometrical diagram will be 

used as a design tool for examining the 

proportion of built form (Scruton 59).

The theoretical frameworks of De Stijl also 

demonstrate the geometry in the asymmetrical 

composition as shown in many artists and 

architects' works. Specifically, Mies van der 

Rohe's design of Project for a Brick Villa shows a 

unique character of geometrical composition 

which is influenced by De Stijl. According to this 

project's floor plan analysis, the vertical walls 

were composed within the layout of geometrical 

organization (see Figure 13).

mill

Fig. 13: Brick Villa (1923)



H. Hierarchy and Balance

"Hierarchy and Balance" refer to the rank 

ordering based upon the significant level of each 

design element. This ranking order concept 

determines a focal point of the overall building 

complex. To analyze the focal point of the 

museums, axis lines can be used to determine the 

degree of critical building images, either 

symmetrical or asymmetrical, through visual 

equilibrium among all of the architectural 

elements (Clark 192) (see Figure 14).

In this report, critical issues, such as open- 

closed, formal-informal, sacred-profane, and 

major-minor, are key characteristics of hierarchy 

and balance (Clark 7). As Ching explained, "the 

principles of hierarchy reflect, in a sense, the 

degree of importance of these forms and spaces, 

and the functional, formal, and symbolic roles 

they play in their organization" (350).

An example of hierarchy and balance can 

be seen in the interior of Portland Building, 

Oregon (1980) designed by Michael Graves. 

Using the axis lines in plan, the diagram will 

show the clarity of focal point and overall 

composition (see Figure 15).

Fig. 14: Hierarchy and Balance

Fig. 15: Portland Building, Oregon (1980)
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I. Symbolic Meaning

"Symbolic Meaning" identifies the

conceptual analogy of the design creativity 

through form as a sign. The symbolic meaning 

can be divided into three major categories:

expression, representation, and evocation.

Expressive symbolic meaning is a

metaphor that architects use to define

characteristics of an object that symbolize the 

architects' personal impression. For example, one 

may expressively applies the duck concept (e.g., 

vine bottle, car, donut, and head of a lion) to 

design an entry of a building. An example of 

expressive symbolic meaning is the Walt Disney's 

amusements parks and hotel/casino complexes in 

Las Vegas, by using animals as objects to create 

building images (see Figure 16).

The second symbolic meaning, 

representational symbolic meaning, signifies the 

senses of place such as power, culture, and social 

unity within a society. Thus, this symbolic 

meaning of representation has an impact on how  

people think and behave. Because of this social 

and cultural impact on human beliefs and 

behaviors, many modem architectural projects 

are reflective of the cultural beliefs and values 

within a given societal period. It can also be

Fig. 16: Walt Disney's Amusement Park
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suggested that the representational meaning 

symbolizes the unity of people within a society. 

For example. House of Worship (1986), New  

Delhi, India, designed by Fariburz Sahba, shows a 

harmonious design between the character of 

temple and the image of Lotus (see Figure 17). 

Here, the architect used lotus's image, as the 

representational meaning, to symbolize the 

holiness of Buddhism's belief.

The last symbolic analogy, evocative 

symbolic meaning, is a concept using images to 

stimulate feelings of people recalling their 

memory behind building feature. This type of 

design approach has been used extensively in 

contemporary architecture. An architectural 

project using this kind of meaning is TWA 

terminal (1962), New York, designed by Eero 

Saarinen. The TWA terminal represents an image 

of a bird in flight that was transformed into the 

exterior and interior forms, conveying essence of 

flight (see Figure 18). This building also reflects 

the feeling of being in an airplane.

In this study, I will analyze the symbolic 

meanings behind the building images in order to 

understand the architects' design concepts.

Fig. 17: House of Worship, India (1986)

Fig. 18: TWA Terminal, New York (1962)



III. Function

In this report "Function" means the 

practical purpose for which the project is 

constructed—the set of activities expected to 

occur in and around the facility (Green). When 

studying a building in terms of its function, the 

goal is to determine how well those persons using 

the building can safely access and utilize its 

facilities. In this report, the emphasis is on the 

relationships between form and function. When 

viewing the building, can its purpose be easily 

discerned? Which activities, if any, are expressed 

and how? How difficult would it be to convert 

the building to another purpose?

A major difficulty in analyzing function is 

that the real reason for constructing a building 

may have little regard for its utility. A building 

may be designed to express an ideal, to glorify its 

patron, or to make money, with little concern for 

the people who will actually use the facility. 

Speculations about true purpose are 

"Deconstructive," often leading to efforts 

involving psychoanalysis or questions of political 

science. There are three major aspects of function 

in designing contemporary architecture: 

circulation, zoning, and security.



A. Circulation

"Circulation" describes the movement of 

people in and around a building and is analogous 

to an image of a river (Green). Using the analogy 

of river. Green suggested that the two concerns in 

planning the circulation, access and way finding, 

can be described in terms of stream and flow. 

The stream of users can be straight or winding, 

smooth or turbulent, and slow or fast, while the 

flow can be affected by rapids, eddies and quiet 

pools.

Some of the questions that should be asked 

when analyzing circulation are:

1) How easy is it for users to find their way and 

reach their destinations?

2) How quickly and safely can users exit the 

building in an emergency?

3) Do the movement paths allow for different 

users' needs? For example, can the users wishing 

to savor the experience of movement be satisfied? 

and can those with limited abilities also satisfy 

their needs and wants?

The strategic design of circulation can be 

seen in several masterpieces of contemporary 

buildings, including Fallingwater, Neue 

Staatsgalerie, and Guggenheim Museum (see 

Figure 19).

O Q Q O O O O ^ O O O O O Q o b o O O

Fig. 19: Neue Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart (1984)
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B. Zoning

"Zoning" identifies the specialization and 

articulation of functions according to types of 

activities and users. The zoning areas are divided 

into public and private spaces. Most fundamental 

is the differentiation of public and private spaces. 

Louis Kahn preferred to think in terms of 

"served" and "servant" spaces. Public buildings 

are regularly divided into complex and 

specialized zoning patterns. Therefore, diagrams, 

using shades or colors, will clearly show the 

clarity of ambiguity of the zoning patterns.

In the schematic design, space planning is 

used to layout the zoning occupied by different 

groups of people, such as staff members and 

visitors. The criteria used to define the zoning 

areas include degrees of social interaction and 

territoriality. As a result, the domain of personal 

space is very influential in public place (see 

Figure 20). Once defined, the public and private 

spaces impact greatly on the users' behaviors, 

perceptions, experiences, and preferences (Miller 

151).
Fig. 20: Personal Space



C. Security

"Security" refers to the measures taken to 

protect both occupants and contents from harm 

due to accidents, natural disasters and criminal 

activity. The protection of the building 

construction itself is normally a function of 

concerns for security and necessitates a cost- 

benefit analysis. In other words, the more we  

value the contents the more substantial the 

building. The security system of a building 

functions as a means for protecting occupants to 

ensure their health and safety from hazards and 

protecting building including its contents. 

Significant security concerns for protecting 

occupants include exit requirements, fire-rated 

area, fire staircase, and emergency exits (Brawne 

124). Other security components for protecting 

building are sprinkler systems, fire-rated 

structure, and well-planned entry and exit areas. 

A detailed analysis of all of the security measures 

included in a building is rarely relevant to formal 

analysis. But, the built form may exhibit and/or 

express the character of the security system.



Although different types of architecture 

require a specific security system, museum 

architecture needs a special security system for 

protecting building and its contents. Specifically, 

there are three security concerns in a museum 

design: a) prevention of damage and theft during 

the operating hours, b) prevention of entry into 

the building after the operating hours, and c) 

prevention of removal of the objects themselves 

(Brawne 125). Generally, most museums use a 

combination of security systems in the interior, 

such as: an alarm system, security cameras,

motion detectors, guardrails, security guards, and 

warders in galleries to enforce museum's rules 

and regulations (Bermingham) (see Figure 21).

o o o o o  ■

Fig. 21: Museum's Security Systems



IV. Tectonics

For the purposes of this Report,

"Tectonics" are defined as the art of assembling 

materials in architectural construction (Norberg- 

Schulz 161). Tectonics rationalize structural order 

and the process of construction in conformance 

with the concept of the building form. There are 

three major factors involved in tectonics: 

systems, materials, and details. These factors are 

important parts of design concept during design 

and construction processes.



A. Systems

In this report, "Systems" refer to the 

organization of building components. The set of 

building systems, including the air conditioning, 

heating, lighting, and structure, ensures the 

satisfactory of human needs and building 

performance. Systems are the major concern of 

tectonics.

Some of the concerns when selecting 

systems include the evaluation of a) the 

effectiveness of the building organization in 

correspondence, b) degrees of emphasis on 

functional and aesthetic purposes, c) systems as 

either a primary or a secondary concern in 

building design, and d) the impact of building 

systems on design concept. In the design 

analyses of the four art museums, systems will 

also be analyzed in terms of the relationship 

between the building form and the client's needs.
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B. Materials

"Materials" identify the essential elements 

to articulate building features. The choice of 

materials depends on four primary factors: 

design concept, climate, cost, and applied forces. 

Generally, the materials consist of four major 

types: wood, steel, masonry, and concrete. One 

example of the use of a design pattern for a 

building image is the University of Oregon's 

Science Complex, designed by Charles Moore 

(1990). This complex illustrates a design pattern 

of material (i.e., red brick) that echoes the roof 

form of the building (see Figure 22).

In this study of the four museums, I will 

examine how the building image can be created 

by incorporating materials and design concepts.

Fig. 22: University of Oregon's Science Complex, Oregon (1990)
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C. Details

f
ii

In this report, "Details" refer to how 

materials and design concept can be combined to 

create a building image. In architectural design, 

the visual perception of detail is an aspect in 

creating a specific conceptual meaning. Examples 

of this detailed approach can be seen in 

contemporary buildings such as Seagram 

Building in New York (1958) by Mies van der 

Rohe and National Assembly Building in Dacca 

(1975) by Louis I. Kahn (see Figure 23). These 

architects highly value details as major 

contribution of building's expressions to modem  

society.

As a result, the analysis of four museums 

will conceptualize the details as a way to examine 

the outcomes of systems and materials when put 

together with the design concept.

I
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Fig. 23: National Assembly Building, Dacca (1975)



PART THREE

The following design analyses include four 

art museums designed by four famous architects. 

The four art museums chosen are the Nelson Fine 

Arts Center in Tempe, Arizona by Antoine 

Predock (1989); the San Francisco Museum of 

Modem Art by Mario Botta (1995); the Wexner 

Center for the Visual Arts in Columbus, Ohio by 

Peter Eisenman (1984); and the High Museum of 

Art in Atlanta, Georgia by Richard Meier (1983).

This Part Three discusses each museum 

based on the analytical structure (i.e., site, form, 

function, and tectonics) and design theories, using 

drawings of plans, elevations, sections, 

perspectives, and diagrams to analyze the 

architectural elements. Site visits, photographs, 

and interviews with art museum directors are 

also used as part of the analyses.



The Nelson Fine Arts Center, Tempe, Arizona 
by Antoine Predock (1989)



Ground Level Plan



West Elevation

South Elevation
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The N elson Fine Arts Center 

Description

The Nelson Fine Arts Center in Tempe, 

Arizona, designed by Antoine Predock in 1989, 

displays a desert oasis on the Arizona State 

University (ASU) campus. Through a variety of 

exhibitions, the mission of this museum is to 

provide diverse experiences of contemporary art 

to the public (Zeitlin).

Predock's design concept for this museum 

relies on both the desert landscape and building 

form. As Predock stated, "architecture is a 

fascinating journey toward the unexpected. It is a 

ride, a physical ride and an intellectual ride. I like 

to think about machines and technology in 

relation to landscape and architecture" (Predock 

13).

From this design statement. Predock 

introduced some features of a ship to create the 

meaning of desert oasis which he called "the ship 

of the desert" (Predock 49) (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1: South Elevation
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Site

The Nelson Fine Arts Center establishes a 

series of images in response to the desert 

environment. These features are synthesized by 

the architect's design theories and the climate of 

the building location, resulting in a complex 

composition.

Using light purple and sandstone colors 

mixed with the stucco finish on the reinforced 

concrete masonry walls (Boles 72) (see Figure 2). 

Predock selected this color from a broken rock he 

discovered on the nearby mountain. According 

to the art museum director, the light purple and 

sandstone color reflects blue in the morning, 

white in the afternoon, and pink in the evening 

(Zeitlin). Unfortunately, the purple is predictably 

discoloring and fading in the hot sun.

According to Zeitlin, Predock's design is a 

very practical response to desert climate, 

particularly the thermal performance of the 

Nymphaeum space. Through the openings of the 

pyramidal roof, the ventilation system allows the 

moisture from the fountains to cool the air, while 

simultaneously providing air movement from the 

interior of the Nymphaeum space to the west 

entry and the east plaza (see Figure 3).

Fig. 2: North Facade

Fig. 3: Ventilation through Pyramidal Roof
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Because of its location, this museum 

provides a critical linkage between the 

surrounding buildings: the music center,

education building, Payne Hall, and a shopping 

center (see Figure 4). Predock placed the 

museum's west main ceremonial entry on Mill 

Avenue to reinforce the public edge of the 

campus. On the east, the secondary entry faces 

the music center and the education building, 

providing direct access from the campus (see 

Figure 5). Visitors can access the museum 

through either of these entrances and experience 

different atmospheres (see Figure 6).
|.  NELSON
2 .  MUSIC
3 .  EDUCATION

4 .  PAYNE HALL

Fig. 4: Museum's Location 5 . SHOPPING CENTER

1
ENTRY

NELSON 
F IN E  A R T S

FROM CAMTU3

Fig. 6: West Facade
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The overall composition of this complex 

responds to the desert environment in terms of 

climatic factors, such as sun path and prevailing 

wind's direction. The shadow patterns on the 

masonry walls of the interior conveys the 

mysterious sense of the desert environment 

especially in the Nymphaeum space (see Figure 

7).

The abstract geometrical forms are 

significant components of the whole. Meantime, 

the architect's passion for the desert environment 

plays an important factor in the design scheme. 

Predock's expressions of desert concerns include 

daylighting control, use of materials, and 

processional ordering of both exterior and 

interior.

exterior

FES. M M . APR. MAY. JUNE AA.Y

CLIMATE IN T E M P E  , A RIZO N A  

SUNSHINE
average % of daylight hours 

annual sunshine *= J l£ __%

peak solar radiation in January 
horiz. sq. ft. «  J * P ° .  btu/day 
vert. sq. ft. = /4 0° btu/day

Fig. 7: Section of Nymphaeum
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Conceptually, Predock employed features 

of the desert mountains to originate the focal 

point of the design scheme, using the pyramidal 

form to echo desert mountains and the fly tower 

to symbolize the ship (see Figure 8). Specifically, 

Predock analogized this building as a ship sailing 

in the desert (Predock 59). In this concept, the 

ship itself stands for an oasis in the desert. 

However, visitors need to observe the feature of 

the fly tower to imagine the ship's image which is 

the critical message according to Predock's design 

statement (Predock 42). Predock's design concept 

was to create a museum conveying a sense of the 

adventure of living in the desert.

Fig. 8: Symbolic Analogy



Form

At the Nelson Fine Arts Center, the 

organization of form and space is the key concept 

that visitors can experience from the exterior to 

the interior spaces. As visitors start their 

adventure through the main entry at the west 

facade, they are greeted with a small fountain as a 

starting point in the entry court going down to 

the Nymphaeum and museum entrance on the 

lower level along with a water course connecting 

from the fountain to a reflecting pool within the 

Nymphaeum (see Figure 9).

Pa r k in g

PARKING

Fig. 9: Ground Level Plan
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The Nymphaeum, the heart of the 

museum, is also used as a lobby space for 

waiting, social interaction, and relaxation. This 

space includes a glass public elevator, benches, 

dining area, reflecting pool, and sculpture. The 

ceiling of the nymphaeum is formed by the 

pyramidal stair which serves as the 

Nymphaeum's roof. Daylight indirectly 

illuminates the space through wire-screen 

openings beneath each step of the pyramidal stair 

(see Figure 10).

GLASS PUBLfC ELEVATOR

Fig. 10: Daylighting Effect of Nymphaeum's Interior
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Overall, the architectural features: stepped 

volumes of pyramidal shape, sound from 

fountains, lighting effects, red sandstone floors, 

and exhibitions viewed through glass walls, 

profoundly dominate the overall atmosphere of 

the interior, giving the museum the mystical 

sense of a desert oasis.

From my own experiences, I sensed this 

mystery through the coolness of adobe walls, the 

sound of the fountains, and the indirect daylight 

effect from the Nymphaeum's pyramidal roof. 

Furthermore, Predock used the geometrical 

composition of floor plan and fenestration pattern 

of glass block as design technique to create the 

building image (see Figure 11).

/  ly i iy f v K T V

Fig. 11: Front View looking West Facade
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Function

At the Nelson Arts Center, functions and 

spaces give visitor a special experience through 

dynamic circulation. Upon entering the museum, 

visitors will find the front desk area located in the 

reception area, which provides information (see 

Figure 12). Behind the reception area is the 

museum store. At this basement level, the 

museum offices, American craft gallery, library, 

and storage spaces are located (see Figure 13).

PuaN of rec eptio n  area

Fig. 12: Front Desk

Fig. 13: Underground Level Plan
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The first and second floors are mainly used 

for art exhibition areas, dance studio, auditorium, 

stage house, and performance space The 

auditorium and dance studio theater provide a 

variety of entertainments. Predock linked these 

two facilities (i.e., auditorium and dance studio 

theater) on the east and the museum on the west, 

placing the fly tower over the pyramidal form as 

the focal point of the building complex (see 

Figure 14). Additionally, the pyramidal form 

provides the second campus entrance.

The sculptural plaza is critically planned to 

enhance the angled views towards the ASU 

campus, providing a Native American sculpture 

as the highlight spot of the plaza (see Figure 15).

Native American Sculpture in the Plaza

Fig. 14: Fly Tower above the Pyramidal Form

Fig. 15: Sculptural Plaza
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Moreover, the red brick arcade was also 

designed to articulate the circular shape of the 

adjacent music center building. The white 

trellises of the arcade provide indirect daylighting 

and shaded areas for visitor's relaxation. The 

zoning and security areas between the private 

and the public are well organized based on the 

space planning (see Figure 16).

As a whole, the Nelson Fine Arts Center 

was created by extraordinary details derived 

from Predock's impression of the desert oasis. 

Predock combined detailed architectural aspects 

which all had potential to provide shading spaces 

and water to convert the desert into an oasis for 

this museum (see Figure 17).

Fig. 17: Arcade in the plaza

Q  SECURITY CAMERA

Fig. 16: Zoning and Security Diagrams
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Tectonics

To understand the design outcome of 

Nelson Arts Center, one must thoroughly 

comprehend Predock's design theories because it 

is his belief in preserving desert environment that 

became the tectonics of his design scheme. 

Predock applied adobe structure using expressive 

symbolic features such as ship and pyramid to 

create architectural image that could be used to 

convey the excitement of the desert journey (see 

Figure 18).

According to Bernard Tschumi, this 

symbolism originated from the rational play of 

the pyramid and the sensual experience (i.e., The 

Labyrinth). Tschumi points out that the overall 

vision of spatial experience and architectural 

vocabulary affect visitors' feeling and perception 

(Tschumi 48).

a d o b e  s t r u c t u r e

Fig. 18: Section of the Auditorium



From my interview with Marilyn Zeitlin, 

ASU art museum director, Predock initially used 

a large-scale model and perspective drawings to 

explain to the clients the adventure embodied in 

his design concept. The design outcome of the 

museum is very similar to the schematic design 

(Zeitlin). The staff is pleased with the design 

outcome.

As Predock explained, "In my work, the 

connection to the sky is always there. I talk about 

going into the sky and into the earth 

simultaneously, and I often mean that quite 

literally. My buildings in the desert are dug into 

the ground. I think of my buildings as 

processional events, as choreographic events; 

they are an accumulation of vantage points both 

perceptual and experimental" (Predock 10).
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From my own observations, I experienced 

the journey through the sequence of the 

processional gallery spaces both vertically and 

horizontally. The sculptural plaza offer visitors to 

explore the interior and the exterior (see Figure 

19). The continuity of interior and exterior space 

provides varied experiences for viewing different 

pieces of contemporary art. Based on my site 

analysis. Predock was able to design an exciting 

circulation flow by emphasizing the space 

planning and the elevations between each level.

Fig. 19: Sculptural Plaza
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Through my perception of the interior, the 

orchestrated lighting effects, including the 

shadow patterns created, are very dramatic (see 

Figure 20). The spatial procession creates 

volumetric complexity in emphasis on dynamic 

movements and directions both in plans and 

elevations, allowing visitors to enjoy the art 

works at each viewpoint on both the interior and 

the exterior.

Fig. 20: Lighting Design of the Interior

Third Level Plan
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Conclusion

Predock's design of the Nelson Fine Arts 

Center presents the exhibition of art and 

architecture through spatial sequences and 

building character. This museum demonstrates 

the characteristics of architecture echoing the 

desert landscape relative to human environment. 

The most significant contribution this building 

makes to contemporary architecture is in the use 

of architectural elements symbolically. In 

addition to the symbolism, Predock's architecture 

is influenced by the Arts and Crafts movement.

In this design scheme, Arts and Crafts can 

be understood in terms of bits and pieces, 

combining a variety of geometrical forms and 

symbolic ideas to create a contemporary 

architecture. From Predock's design theory, the 

architect highly values the indigenous materials, 

such as adobe walls and red sandstone floor, as 

well as climatic contextual details such as steel- 

plate trellises and a fountain within desert plants 

at the west entry (see Figure 21).

Fig. 21: Fountain in the Nymphaeum



One remaining question seems to be the 

appropriateness of the exterior color scheme. 

From my view, it would be more lively if there 

were more greenery and variations of color in 

both interior and exterior. Lastly, a larger 

fountain in the plaza would better compensate for 

the stark aridity of the pseudo-desert 

environment.



San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

Designed by Mario Botta (1995)



First Level Plan
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San Francisco M useum
of

Modern Art

Description

The San Francisco Museum of Modem Art, 

designed by Mario Botta, was completed under 

the direction of Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, 

architects, in January 18, 1995. This building is 

Botta's first in the United States (Landecker 20). 

The $85 million museum, the second-largest 

devoted to modem art in the U.S., contains 

225,000-square foot a site of 60,000 square feet 

(Stein 77).

According to museum's mission statement, 

Botta's design of the San Francisco Museum of 

Modem Art (SFMOMA) provides a new symbol 

for San Francisco. As Botta emphasized, "the 

goal of this museum is to give an image for the 

whole city. It is going to be part of the global 

image of San Francisco" (Stein B3) (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1: Northwest View of the Museum
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Site

Located Downtown South of Market and 

across Third Street from the Yerba Buena 

Gardens, designed by Fumihiko Maki, the 

SFMOMA's front entrance is on axis with the 

walkway leading to the plaza of Yerba Buena 

Gardens, thus giving prominence to the front 

facade of the Museum (see Figure 2). The 

downtown South of Market historic district is the 

center of cultural values for the city. The 

Museum serves as a versatile showcase for 20th 

century visual arts as well as a center for art- 

related education (Webb 38).

Botta took advantage of the significance of 

the building's location to create a museum that 

provides a highlight for the surrounding high-rise 

buildings (see Figure 3).
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Fig. 2: Museum's Location

Fig. 3: West Facade
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Describing his own design concept, Botta 

stated "my work should be seen as the result of 

the relationship between architectural event, its 

immediate environment and the place. The 

quality of the architectural product depends on 

the intensity of the relationship between 

architecture and place" (Botta 257). As a result, 

the logic of Botta's conceptual perception of the 

monumental image can be understood as visitors 

experience first hand the museum's physical 

completeness.

One of the most attractive places to view  

the museum's exterior form is from the Yerba 

Buena Garden's plaza ninety feet west of the 

museum's main entry (see Figure 4).

At this museum, climate is not the major 

factor in Botta's design concept. By designing the 

skylight facing west, using the cylindral turret 

form, Botta was able to bring daylight into the 

atrium. In addition, the orientation of the 

cylindral turret is primarily designed to focus on 

the city's viewpoints and the Yerba Buena 

Garden's plaza, located on the west of the 

museum's main entry, creating strong connection 

with adjacent buildings.

Fig. 4: museum's entry and Yerba Buena Garden's Plaza
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Form

The building form of the San Francisco 

Museum of Modem Art (SFMOMA) is a blend of 

modem and classical architecture.

Botta's design intention for the exterior 

form emphasizes the cylindrical turret in contrast 

with the stepped horizontal masses, making the 

turret a focal point of the museum. The 

cylindrical turret slopes down at a forty-five 

degree angle towards the main entrance.

Apparently, the contrasting form of the 

turret and contrasting colors of the red brick and 

off-white striped granite exhibit Botta's design 

concept as he described/'the severity and rigor of 

Roman architecture" (Webb 38). Botta's design 

approach satisfied the owner's desire to create a 

"strong image on the exterior" (Stein 77). Visitors 

can see that the cylindrical turret sits at the center 

of the complex, symbolizing what Botta described 

as "a head showing its face to downtown (Stein 

77) (see Figure 5).
Fig-5: Symbolic Analogy
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The modem qualities of the design can be 

found in the simplicity of pure geometry and 

materials such as red brick and off-white granite. 

At the same time, the design's symmetrical 

composition is classical. Together, the stepped 

brick-clad exterior provides a monumental image 

accentuating the varied elevations of the 

surrounding buildings. The stepped exterior 

creates the volume of the lobby interior (see 

Figure 6).

a

Fig. 6: Volume
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Influenced by Louis L Kahn's Jonas Salk 

Institute for Biological Sciences, California in 

1965, Botta juxtaposed square figures in the solid- 

void composition of the museum's building form 

which has become his design signature (see 

Figure 7).

iS i

Plan

Salk Institute's Fountain

Fig. 7: Solid-Void Composition
I I SOLID 

H I  VOID
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In addition, Botta's color scheme design 

also increases the contrast of geometrical forms. 

Using red brick and off-white granite, the 

juxtaposed square figures and color scheme result 

in the exterior (see Figure 8).

Fig. 8: Front Fade looking west
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Another composition of his design is 

exterior contrasting geometrical figures. The 

effects of geometrical figures (i.e., the cylindrical 

turret as focal point and rectangular form as 

foreground) and interior vertical movement 

through main sculptural staircase dominate the 

visitors' feelings (see Figure 9).

In an analysis of geometrical organization, 

Francis Ching described a theoretical concept 

called formal collisions (Ching 89). As Ching 

stated, "when two forms differing in geometry or 

orientation collide and interpenetrate each other's 

boundaries, each will vie for visual supremacy 

and dominance" (Ching 88).

$

CONTRASTING GEOMETRICAL figures

Fig. 9: Geometrical Composition
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Consequently, the concept of formal 

collision generates a composite form and space 

within its context, organizing the contrasting 

geometry into the centralized composition. The 

design concept of SFMOMA creates the 

relationship between space and form, balancing 

the hierarchy of overall composition between 

harmony and contrast (see Figure 10).

Fig. 10: Hierarchy and Balance
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Function

The museum consists of six stories of 

ground floor, gallery spaces , and one basement 

floor devoted to storage rooms, services and 

amenities. The exhibitions include modem and 

contemporary art from the Museum's permanent 

collection of over 15,000 works and special 

temporary shows.

The ground floor contains the main lobby, 

admissions area, coat check area, restroom, event 

space, education center, theatre, museum store, 

and a coffee shop/restaurant. The main entry is 

dominated by the sculptural staircase, bringing 

natural light from the cylindrical skylight above. 

In the lobby, two polished maple reception desks 

located on each side of the front staircase, serve as 

decorative accents for the column bases and 

frame the main staircase (see Figure 11).

r;

'

Fig. 11: Lobby's Interior
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Botta divided the zoning into two main 

areas: the exhibition spaces and the public

spaces. Botta designed the public open space, 

which he calls a "Piazza," to encourage public 

movement, and promote social interaction among 

patrons (Goldberger C22). The vertical 

circulation through the main staircase provides 

different views of the lobby area (see Figure 12).
FIRST LEVEL PLAN

Fig. 12: Circulation
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The coffee shop and the museum store 

provide social interaction, making the main lobby 

the meeting place of the museum. The museum 

has two front entrances from Third Street. 

Visitors can enter either through the museum 

store or through the museum's lobby. Beyond 

the entrance areas, the first floor space is also 

divided into two large studio/workshop spaces, a 

multi-purpose events room, and a 299-seat 

theater.

There is a problem with the functional 

space in Botta's design scheme. According to my 

site observations the main staircase is too narrow 

for the traffic especially during the peak of 

visiting season (see Figure 13). Plan

;CYLINDRICAL TUKR}ET

: i n AA fl & Is
SCULPTURAL STAIRCASE

Fig. 13: Main Staircase



On the floor below is a study area for 

photographs and graphics, the library, and a 100- 

seat classroom; also art storage, receiving and 

handling, and mechanical rooms. The event 

room, planned for conferences and receptions, is 

paneled in acoustically pierced Nordic birtch and 

furnished with Botta's chrome and leather chairs, 

tables, and light fittings (see Figure 14).

The lobby floor and main staircase are of 

Canadian granite, in alternating polished and 

rough bands (Webb 42). The natural light effect 

from the skylight illuminates the sculptural 

staircase, emphasizing the interlocking geometric 

forms, symmetry, and the alternating bands of 

black and off-white granite (see Figure 15). The 

cylindrical turret allows daylight to illuminate the 

main lobby in response to the climate of San 

Francisco.

L i g h t i n g .p e s i c n

Fig. 14: Detail of lighting Design

Fig. 15: Southwest View



The front galleries grouped around the 

central open atrium. The second floor plan 

contains the permanent collection of painting, 

sculpture, architecture and design located at the 

rear of each floor are offices. The third floor 

houses galleries for photographic exhibits and 

also includes offices in the rear (see Figure 16).

Fig. 16: Floor plans
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The fourth floor contains galleries for the 

permanent collection and temporary exhibits, the 

restoration laboratory, and a front deck for 

viewing the city (see Figure 17). The fifth floor 

contains a spacious hall for temporary 

exhibitions, using a white steel bridge as an entry 

corridor (see Figure 18).

To achieve the building form, the interior 

spaces of each story are organized to create the 

stepped exterior (see Figure 19).
Fig. 17: City View looking from the Front Deck

Fig. 18: White Steel bridge

Fig. 19: Stepped Exterior
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Tectonics

To understand Botta's monumental 

concept, one can experience the impact of 

building feature. The tectonics of Botta's design 

stimulate visitors through several construction 

materials, including red bricks, off-white granite, 

and skylight to highlight both interior and 

exterior features. While the exterior uses stepped 

horizontal composition, the interior uses 

decorative features, including the effect of natural 

light on the sculptural staircase and the artificial 

lights along the steps and the interior walls (see 

Figure 20). Botta has been consistent in using 

detail pattern of red bricks as design tectonics in 

several of his architectural projects. Fig. 20: Ughting Design of Main Staircase

NATURAL LIGHT FROM SKYLIGHT
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Another unique quality of the SFMOMA 

design is the use of natural light. As Botta 

mentioned, "the museum should live with its 

own light, especially in San Francisco, which has 

such particular and wonderful light" (Goldberger 

C21). The natural light is brought into the interior 

through the centered cylindrical skylight, 

illuminating the main lobby space. Daylight, 

entering through textured glass skylight, is also 

used to illuminate the gallery spaces.

According to Francesco Dal Co, "What 

Botta took from Louis Kahn was the logic of 

architectural form in relationship to light, 

orientation, climate, materials" (Co 23). The 

design of the gallery skylight shows a similar 

characteristic to the skylight of Kimbell Art 

Museum (see Figure 21).

DETAILS OF SKYLIGHT

Fig. 21: Detail of Skylight
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Conclusion

Influenced by Louis Kahn's Beaux-Arts 

classicism, Botta's architectural vocabulary of the 

SFMOMA presents the monumental image 

through pure geometric forms: a circular shape 

within the horizontal rectangular forms 

(Wickersham 149) (see Figure 22).

Botta's interest in pure geometrical 

organization has been his design philosophy in 

several projects such as the Watarium Museum of 

Contemporary Art in Japan, Housing Complex in 

Novazzano, and Apartment and office block Via 

Ciani in Lugano (see Figure 23).
Fig. 22: Front Elevation

Fig. 23: Watarium Museum, Japan (1994)
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Behind the SFMOMA's design concept is 

Botta's ability to blend several design 

components with the urban environmental 

factors. Thus, the SFMOMA offers "a sense of 

proportion and meticulous detailing" to the city 

of San Francisco (Betsky 77) (see Figure 24). 

These architectural qualities give a special 

memory for the visitors of SFMOMA as an 

exciting place to visit as well as contribute 

another design approach to contemporary 

architecture.

Fig. 24: Detail of Exterior Wall

Design Pattern of Main Staircase



The Wexner Center for the Visual Arts
Designed by Peter Eisenman (1984)





Aerial View Looking South

East Elevation
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The Wexner Center
for

the Visual Arts 

Description

The Wexner Center, a museum designed 

by Peter Eisenman in 1984, is located on the Ohio 

State University (OSU), Columbus, Ohio. The 

total building area is 130,000 square feet. The 

museum serves as a link between two older 

structures: Mershon Auditorium and Weigel

Hall.

The client's mission for this museum 

included three goals: to provide a) a pathway 

linking the community and the OSU campus, b) a 

place for the arts in the university's educational 

environment for use by students, scholars, artists, 

designers, and c) an excellent program with 

opportunities for creativity, exploration, and free 

expression (Jennings 20). Thus, the Wexner 

Center is intended to become a major attraction 

for visitors approaching the OSU campus (see 

Figure 1).

Figure 1: South  Facade



Site

From the site analysis, I found that this 

museum design did not respond to the climate of 

the site. At the Wexner Center, the context of the 

site was the most important generator of the 

design concept. Because of its prominent location 

on the OSU campus, the Wexner Center for the 

Visual Arts stands out as the gateway between 

the university and the city of Columbus.

Eisenman developed the design using the 

existing street grid system of Columbus, 

extending its direction across the entire campus. 

The grid line ends at the river, defined by edge of 

the large stadium located on the west side of the 

campus (see Figure 2).

Fie. 2: Site Plan
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Furthermore, the architect establishes 

another line to intersect perpendicularly with the 

north-south grid line at a critical point, 

connecting the entrance of the campus with the 

community area. At this intersecting point, the 

focal point (i.e., the Armory tower and cubical 

steel frames) was created using juxtaposition that 

creates multiple viewpoints looking from both the 

community area and central green plaza of the 

campus (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3: Grid System and Site's Orientation
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Form

The building form of the Wexner Center is 

an eclectic juxtaposition of geometrical fragments, 

which Christopher Norris labeled 

"Deconstructive architecture" (Derrida 8).

Deconstructive architecture demonstrates 

the visual arts through complex massing, 

stimulating the visitors' feeling. Eisenman

applied the theory of Deconstruction to design 

the multiple structural elements that create the 

building form.

During explorations made at the site, I 

experienced the strong statement the building 

form makes, expressing a sense of chaos using a 

variety of geometrical shapes such as square, half- 

circle, cube, hexagon, and rectangular. Various 

materials, such as red brick, reflective glass walls, 

concrete walls, white metal frames, and metal 

curtain walls, were used to create the geometrical 

pattern of the fenestration (see Figure 4).

Fig. 4: Fenestration
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From my perspective, Jacques Derrida's 

theory of Deconstruction influenced the building 

image, producing a series of controversial 

statements concerning today's architectural 

philosophy, art, and the human environment.

According to Eisenman, his architectural 

philosophy suggests "the traditional opposition 

between structure and decoration, abstraction 

and figuration, figure and ground, form and 

function could be dissolved. Architecture could 

begin an exploration of the 'between' within these 

categories" (Derrida 7). Thus, Eisenman's design 

stresses the distinctions between form and 

content, theory and practice, modem and classical 

in this museum.

These contrasting issues became key 

concepts in the manipulation of the geometrical 

composition of the building form through the 

abstraction of the architectural vocabularies 

deriving from these distinctive concepts (see 

Figure 5). The design concept satisfies the 

museum's mission with its emphasis on liberal 

values of creativity for students and visitors' 

experiences through this building.

PLAN

Fig. 5: Geometry



According to the art museum director, the 

museum's goal was to create a unique 

contemporary building with innovative and 

functional approaches to art exhibitions and 

performance-related arts in today's society 

through the building image's art-form (Steams 

24). The most provocative part of the museum's 

objective was that the architect create a building 

image that conveys both art and architecture to 

provide a visiting place for the university and the 

city.

To satisfy the museum's mission, 

Eisenman created a series of white cubical steel 

frames placed over the grid lines on the ground. 

The three-story high cubical steel frames were 

designed to serve two functions: to define the 

entry passageway facing east of the museum and 

to create a sense of transparency to the building 

form.
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As I was walking through the cubical steel 

frames, the transparency of the structure 

dominated my reaction to the building, creating 

both senses of illusion and curiosity (see Figure 

6). Through the cubical steel frames and 

reflective glass curtain walls, a transparency 

occurs from the interaction between an inherent 

quality of substance and natural light (Rowe 161).

As Jonathan Green, the Project Director of 

the Wexner Center, described this sense of 

illusion, "there is a growing sense of Modernism 

gone wild: of some bizarre cohabitation of the 

modem and the surreal" (Green 30). The cubical 

steel frames also give a sense of direction to the 

museum's entrance.

Plan

i
Fig. 6: Illusion in Steel frame
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On the South elevation, a contrast exists 

between the transparency of the white cubical 

steel frames and the fragmented volume of the 

Armory tower. From my point of view, the 

fragments of the building image were created by 

the solid-void composition and the color scheme 

(i.e., white steel versus red brick) enhancing the 

city and the landscape (Curtis 665) (see Figure 7).

Interior Volume

imilllllHHi’M

Fig. 7: Solid-Void Composition
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The Armory tower's fragment and the 

cubical steel frames at the Wexner Center 

conceptually reveal Eisenman's attitude towards 

the historical context and site's landscaping 

environment. Taken from the Old Armory's 

historical excavation, Eisenman recreated the 

Armory tower above the old grade level, marking 

the entrance to the museum and the gallery 

spaces (Moneo 43). The feature of new Armory 

tower was modeled after the form of the old 

tower as a symbolic figure reflecting the hierarchy 

and balance of the overall complex (see Figure 8).

Symbolic Meaning

Fig. 8: Hierarchy And Balance
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Function

At the Wexner Center, the building form 

clearly dominated the functional spaces on both 

the interior and the exterior. The functional 

spaces, such as gallery areas, are located within 

the cubical steel frames. Thus, functions are 

dictated by the dimensions and details of the steel 

frames.

In addition, the grid system is included in 

the design of interior functional spaces by placing 

columns on the intersecting points of the grid 

matrix. In the treatment of the material relative to 

the human scale, Eisenman also uses the grid 

matrix to design glass walls and skylight in the 

interior including the gallery spaces (see Figure

9).

Fig. 9: Grid Matrix and Skylight



The ground level area is divided into main 

lobby, gallery spaces, Mershon Auditorium, 

Weigel Hall, work room, and loading area. 

Visitors can enter the main lobby through the 

Armory tower. The gallery spaces are organized 

by types of art collections, such as the permanent 

experimental collections. Using the grid matrix, 

Eisenman organized the composition of the 

galleries' glass walls by superimposing the glass 

walls with the cubical steel frames, creating visual 

circulation within the galleries (see Figure 10).
Fig. 10: Cubical Steel Frame and Grid Matrix
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The design of skylights to illuminate the 

gallery spaces also used the structure of the 

cubical steel frames (see Figure 11).

The last functional space on the ground 

level is the loading area, located behind the 

Mershon Auditorium. At the ground level of the 

Wexner Center, a service elevator is provided to 

serve the storage rooms which are located on the 

underground level. In addition, the underground 

level contains public spaces, such as library, 

bookstore, coffee shop, and restroom. The zones 

of the interior and exterior spaces are visually 

connected by the cubical steel frames. A security 

system is planned in the gallery areas (see Figure 

12).

Fig. 11: Interior

Fig. 12: Zoning



The Wexner Center may be considered as a 

theoretical design approach in architectural 

practice. There is one remaining critical question: 

should architecture solely be an art-form or 

should it be a product of both the building's 

aesthetic values and functional space?

From the user's perspective, many 

problems about the Wexner Center's gallery 

spaces occurred in exhibitions due to the arbitrary 

positions of structures, such as columns, grid 

walls, and grid ceiling, that compete with the 

exhibition of the work of art (see Figure 13). 

Because of the irregular sizes of gallery and the 

arbitrary positions of the columns, the users have 

a difficult time arranging pieces of art such as 

painting, sculpture, and ceramic to meet the 

artist's needs (Zeitlin).

Gallery Space



Tectonics

The grid system and cubical steel frames, 

address two critical existing conditions of the site: 

the preservation of the openness of the green 

plaza, and the connection of Mershon 

Auditorium and Weigel Hall (see Figure 14).

The layout of cubical steel frames' columns 

were placed between the existing buildings to 

create a new building image displaying the 

asymmetrical features of the cubical frames and 

the Armory tower. In doing so, this new design 

becomes the facade of the Weigel Hall, creating a 

new monumental gateway that can be seen from 

various points on the campus and in the city (see 

Figure 15).

Fig. 14: Connection of New and Old Buildings

Fig. 15: Exterior View Looking southwest



The Wexner Center is Eisenman's first 

large-scale building design demonstrating the use 

of both an abstract cube and grid system, as the 

theoretical framework, shown in space planning 

and building form. Although Eisenman first used 

the concept of abstract cubes in his earlier house 

designs, such as House I in Princeton (1968) and 

House II in Vermont (1970), critics have 

challenged the practicality of this theory for large- 

scale projects (see Figure 16). Due to the concept 

of the abstract cube and grid system, critics 

questioned the use of this concept in the design of 

a large-scale project. In response, the Wexner 

Center became Eisenman's experiment to prove 

the validity of the concept.

Grid and Cube
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Using the grid system and abstract cube to 

create building form, Eisenman used steel as 

material of the structure. The connection details 

of the cubical steel frames display unique 

characteristics that reflect transparency through 

daylight's effect (see Figure 17). As a result, the 

abstract cube and grid system become Eisenman's 

design signature.

Southwest View

Fig. 17: Detail of Steel Frame's Connection
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In Kenneth Frampton's analysis of 

Eisenman's design philosophy, it is clear that 

Eisenman's projects have been inspired by two 

contradictory theories: pre-war architectural

avant garde and Mondrain's Neo-Plasticism 

(Frampton 59). The early modem architectural 

avant garde's movement inspired Eisenman to 

use ideal forms of "abstract-aesthetic speculation" 

which originated from figurative imagery. With 

his great admiration for Mies van der Rohe, 

Eisenman further developed these ideal forms in 

blending sculpture and painting influenced by 

Neo-Plasticism, as can be seen in all of Eisenman's 

houses (Frampton 60) (see Figure 18).

Philip Johnson also asserted that, "Peter 

Eisenman remains an enigma to all of us because 

of his combination of the polemical, the practical, 

and the theoretical" (Johnson 10). According to 

Johnson, Eisenman's enigmatic personality is 

reflected in a complex and abstract design 

philosophy clearly demonstrated in the Wexner's 

building form.

East Elevation
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Through the experience I gained during 

my site visit, the most controversial part of 

Eisenman's design composition is a series of 

contrasting deconstructed figures, the color 

scheme of the Armory tower and the cubical steel 

frames. The contrast between white steel frame 

and red brick reinforces the fragmented volume 

of the building form (see Figure 19).

Fig. 19: Color Scheme of New and Old Buildings
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Conclusion

Influenced by Jacques Derrida, Eisenman 

exploited the concept of Deconstruction to create 

the Wexner Center. In addition, Eisenman has 

critically proven that the fragmented composition 

of grid matrix and abstract cube, serving as a 

theoretical framework, can be translated into 

actual buildings.

As William Curtis stated, "the Wexner 

Center was calculated and contrived in its 

overlays and fragmentations, but once the 

intellectualizations were stripped away it was 

obvious that the vocabulary continued to extend 

Terragni's ideas of a public buildings as a 

transparent perforated frame, while distorting it 

in a deliberately anti-classical way" (Curtis 665). 

Giuseppe Terragni's concept emphasized the 

value of modem structure with a certain classical 

figuration deconstructing in a series of parallel 

layers and transparencies in emphasis on visual 

arts.
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Clearly, Eisenman's Wexner Center 

demonstrates a profound complex abstractness 

and fragmentation that are far beyond the 

compositions of Neo-Plasticism. In his attempt to 

analyze Eisenman's design philosophy, Johnson 

added that perhaps Eisenman was influenced by 

the grids of Russian constructivism. The Russian 

constructivists' use of diagonals clashing with 

other diagonals became Eisenman's own 

inspiration for modem architecture (Johnson 11) 

(see Figure 20). As a result, the clashing 

diagonals are expressed, using the grid matrix, to 

deconstruct the geometrical shapes in the Wexner 

Center's building form.

In my opinion, Eisenman's design exhibits 

three-dimensional arts through architectural 

form. Specifically, many components in this 

building exemplify the relationships between 

architecture and the discussion of art. For 

example, visitors can view the three-dimensional 

abstractness of cubical frames, similar to the 

composition of Mondrain's paintings, and 

simultaneously discuss about the essence of arts 

relative to the human environment.

Presently, Eisenman's Deconstructive 

architecture paradoxically provides both fruitful 

and controversial topics for a design dialectic, 

finding a common ground between theory and 

practice.

Fig. 20: USSR Pavilion (1925)



East Elevation

Southeast Facade
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The High M useum of Art 

Description

The High Museum of Art, designed by 

Richard Meier in 1983, encourages people to 

experience art both through exhibitions and its 

architecture. According to Gudmund Vigtel, the 

art director of the High Museum, the museum's 

mission requested recognition of, "the realities of 

museum operation, inflation and energy control, 

and yet the building needed to be a work of art 

itself, a showpiece of craftsmanship. It should 

invite the visitor inside to its displays and 

activities, and create a calm, harmonious 

environment for easy viewing and logical 

progression" (Vigtel 15) (see Figure 1).

Upon entering the museum, visitors are 

faced with a piano-curved reception area, which 

is the foyer of the four-story skylit atrium. 

Inspired by the concept of Frank Lloyd Wright's 

Guggenheim Museum, Meier designed the 

atrium's ramp system to provide a flow of 

circulation from level to level. This ramp system  

becomes a unique concept on both the exterior 

and the interior (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Ramp System in Atrium



Site

The High Museum of Art, Atlanta, 

Georgia, is located at the junction of Peachtree 

and Sixteenth streets, adjacent to both the large 

Memorial Arts Building and the First 

Presbyterian Church on Peachtree Street. The 

historical site (i.e., art district) places the High 

Museum of Art at an important area for Atlanta's 

future development (see Figure 3).

Moreover, Meier created a green space in 

front of the main entrance to the building to set 

back the museum from Peachtree street. An 

exterior diagonal ramp is a passageway leading 

the visitor to the main level of the building.

Fig. 3: Museum's Location
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According to Meier, "the design of the 

High Museum developed as a series of 

architectonic responses to context in the broadest 

sense, understood to include not only functional, 

programmatic, and typological concerns, but also 

the physical, social, and historical context of the 

city" (Meier 19).

At High Museum of Art, the climatic 

sensibility is demonstrated in the design of 

skylight in response to the sun's path of the 

building's site. Facing southeast, the orientation 

of the skylight allows natural light to illuminate 

the atrium's interior (see Figure 4).

Furthermore, the integration of spatial 

sequences with the landscape design reinforces 

the success in accomplishing the client's goals as a 

tourist attraction.
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Form

At the High Museum of Art, Richard Meier 

demonstrates his theories about the art of 

abstraction. Meier pointed out that "for me, 

everything in life has a certain degree of 

abstraction and in some way an appreciation of 

that fact allows one perhaps to see 

interrelationships between the various arts, and 

also perhaps to have a clear understanding of the 

intentions and ideas which exist in painting, 

music, or architecture" (Meier 87).

On the exterior, Meier emphasized the 

pure white of the grid system and the massing 

(see Figure 5). These two aspects produce a 

building character giving Meier's architecture life 

and meaning as a culturally timeless architecture.

ATRIUM

Fig. 5: Mass
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In an interview, Meier explained that 

"architecture is not a conception of the moment. 

Architecture is very much a part of culture. 

While architecture may be timeless in one sense 

of the word, it is inextricably connected to the 

period from which it has emerged" (Meier 89). 

The building form of the High Museum expresses 

the art of abstraction through volumetric 

juxtaposition of solid (i.e., opaque white surfaces) 

and void (i.e., glass walls), creating a special 

meaning that emphasizes Meier's architecture as 

a kind of art-form (see Figure 6).

%
Interior Volume

fiSBlBI

VOID

Fig. 6: Solid-Void Composition
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Furthermore, the fenestration pattern of 

this museum consists of square module in 

harmony with the solid surfaces (see Figure 7). 

As Meier added, "I think that the meaning comes 

from the work, not from what it feels like to touch 

or what it looks like when activity is occurring. It 

is what it is, and the need to load it with other 

meanings in unimportant to me" (89). The High 

Museum's building form reveals the formal 

relationship between the different geometrical 

shapes of squares, circles and the structural 

layout (see Figure 8).

Fig. 7: Fenestration



Influenced by Le Corbusier's white 

architecture and Purism, Meier applied the 

technique of collage and white grid system in his 

design composition. Meier's longstanding 

interest in collage's juxtapositions of images and 

materials reveal in his artwork (see Figure 9). 

Through the collage's technique, Meier created 

the orders of building components allowing 

natural light to accentuate the hierarchy and 

balance the overall composition (see Figure 10).

Fig. 9: Meier's Collage

JUXTAPOSITION OF 
s k e l e t a l  e l e m e n t sSECTION

Fig. 10: Hierarchy And Balance
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According to Meier, "the whiteness allows 

one to perceive, perhaps more clearly, planar 

elements juxtaposed against linear elements. You 

don't need to paint or color the surfaces because 

there is so much colour that is a part of the 

architecture, and the whiteness is really that 

which is static and unchanging to some degree. 

The colour is constantly changing" (89). Thus, the 

pure white in grid system and volumetric 

juxtapositions clearly exhibit Meier's design 

philosophy of white architecture rendered by the 

color of natural light (see Figure 11).

Fig. 11: White Color Scheme in Grid System
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Function

The High Museum's plan consists of four 

quadrants with an atrium serving as the central 

lobby of the museum. The total interior area is 

135,000 square feet, including 46,000 square feet 

allotted to for gallery space. In one quadrant the 

cubic volume is a 250-seat auditorium, located to 

the left of the entrance, rotated at a forty-five 

degree angle to the main building (see Figure 12).

Fig. 12: Four Cubes and 45-Degree Entry
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There are two reasons for the auditorium's 

separation: zoning accessibility (i.e., public and 

private areas) and security (see Figure 13). 

Visitors can also enter the auditorium from the 

second level of the building's interior. Meier's 

intention was to create a continuous circulation 

sequence looping from the entry ramp to the 

portico (Meier 20). From the portico area visitors 

can choose to either go to the museum or the 

auditorium (see Figure 14). Illuminated by 

natural light, Meier organizes the gallery spaces 

around the atrium to provide multiple vistas (see 

Figure 15). An elevator is also provided in the 

atrium.

fe- •
1

Fig. 14: Portico Area and Entry

Fig. 15: Gallery Spaces and Atrium
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On the ground level, there are public 

spaces including a conference room with kitchen, 

a museum shop, offices, staff spaces, curators' 

and director's offices, and a board room. The 

upper levels, from the second floor to the fifth 

floor, contain the permanent and loan collections 

(see Figure 16).

The underground level houses educational 

spaces — junior gallery, lecture room, workshops, 

and department offices — which have their own 

entry off Sixteenth Street with a covered drop-off 

area (Meier 21). Storage areas and service spaces 

are also located on this level. All functional 

spaces are contained within the layout of the 

quadrant's form.

: LOBBY

Fig. 16: Ground Level plan

Collections



T ectonics

Applying white porcelain-enameled steel 

panels, Meier developed a wall system with a 

continuous curved skin. This continuous piano- 

curve wall, Meier' design signature, provides a 

contemporary version of Purism.

Moreover, the building can be perceived as 

a "Machine in a Garden," where the building is 

the machine and the building site is the garden 

Rykwert 18).

Using advanced technology, white 

porcelain-enameled steel panels serve as a major 

tool in Meier's vocabulary, used in many of his 

other building designs (see Figure 17).

Modular Grid of White Steel Panels

Fig. 17: White Steel Panel
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In his analysis of this vocabulary, Anthony 

Ames asserts that, "this clearly calls into use an 

ordering system based on a classical architectural 

tradition" (Ames 48).

The building form is created by a standard 

square modular grid, defined by the structural 

frame. Meier uses this module as a scale device to 

generate the human scaled dimensions of solid, 

both for space planning and the building form. 

Finally, the detailed connection of steel panels 

contributes to the purity of the building image 

(see Figure 18).

Fig. 18: Detail of Beam and Column

Steel Framing Elements
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Conclusion

The design of the High Museum of Art has 

demonstrated two significant characteristics of 

Meier's architecture: purity and monumentality. 

To achieve these qualities, Meier has produced a 

composition of building elements with layers of 

form, space, and, volume. His design features an 

emphasis on the processional sequence, smooth 

joints between architectural components (e.g., 

wall, roof, and floor), and volumetric frontality 

(see Figure 19).

In Joseph Giovannini's critique, "the 

volumes stabilize his buildings, while the many 

skeletal elements give the buildings recessional 

depth. Paradoxically, Meier's Modernism is 

classical and traditional" (Giovarmini 68). Thus, 

the purity and the monumentality reflect the 

timeless character of Meier's architecture.

Fig.19: Aerial View looking southeast
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PART FOUR

Conclusion

In this study, I attempted to analyze different design approaches in 

contemporary architecture by using four art museums as case studies. The design 

analyses of the art museums reveal that each of the four architects has a unique design 

approach that is influenced by the architect's philosophy and the design intention. For 

example, Predock's philosophy on the harmonious coexistence between architecture 

and the environmental context is reflected in a design intention to create an architecture 

that represents the characteristics of the Southwestern desert. On the other hand, 

Eisenman's theories and beliefs on geometrical composition are demonstrated 

throughout the Wexner Center. Despite the uniqueness of each museum's

characteristics, the four museums reflect fundamental architectural qualities, 

particularly in the form of architectural creation. As a result, architectural issues such 

as site, form, function, and tectonics were defined and incorporated into the four 

building forms.

Based on the analytical categories of site, form, function, and tectonics, the 

architects included major architectural vocabularies of mass, volume, solid-void 

composition, geometry, and symbolic meaning in showing significant characteristics of 

their museums. Furthermore, geometry appears to be one of the most effective 

techniques used by the four architects to organize architectural components in space 

planning and/or elevations. Although all four major analytical categories were 

addressed in the museums' design schemes, the architects seemed to put more 

emphases on form and site as important architectural issues.



To satisfy the client's needs, the designs of the four museums were created 

according to the stated goals of each museum. Specifically, zoning and circulation were 

defined and designed to create practical space planning. Finally, tectonics were parts of 

the design concept in analyzing a variety of choices of construction materials and 

details.

In comparing and contrasting the four museum designs, the following matrix 

shows important similarities and differences in the architects' treatment for site, form, 

function, and tectonics.
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Morphological Matrix of Museums' Design Analyses



As shown in the matrix, Predock and Botta employed visual images in creating 

Ifie ir  buildings while Eisenman and Meier relied upon geometry to generate their 

b u ild in g  images. Thus, it may be interpreted that visual images and geometry are the 

a r c h i t e c t s '  basic techniques for developing building forms.

Furthermore, theoretical frameworks, such as Arts and Crafts Ideals, Cubism, 

Jsjeo-Plasticism and De Stijl, Modernism, and Deconstruction, appear to have influenced 

th e  museum designs. For example, Eisenman exploited the concept of Deconstruction 

t o  manipulate the geometrical figures (i.e., cube and grid), giving a sense of contrast in 

t h e  building form to draw people's attention.

Based on "Site" diagrams, the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art and the 

V V e x n e r  Center show a strong connection between the building's orientations and the 

s i t e ' s  contexts. On the contrary, the Nelson Fine Arts and The High Museum of Art did 

n 0 t  emphasize the site as important part of building facade.

In analyzing the "Form" , each architect stresses different categories in creating 

t h e  focal point of the building form. More specifically, symbolic meaning seems to have 

aJX impact on the focal point of the Nelson Fine Arts, whereas geometry generates the 

exterior  feature of the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art. Also, solid-void 

com position  creates the senses of contrast and illusion of the Wexner Center, and 

fenestration appears to express the harmonious essence of glass walls and the porcelain- 

ej-iameled steel panels of the High Museum of Art.

The analysis of the "Function," reveals that architects used circulation as a 

tech n iq u e in organizing space and building form during the design process. For 

ex a m p le , the Nelson Fine Arts and the Wexner Center demonstrate strong relationship 

b e tw e e n  the interior and the exterior spaces. On the other hand, the San Francisco 

jyfuseum  of Modem Art and the High Museum of Art put more emphasis on the 

in te r io r  space than the exterior space.

Lastly, the four museums highlight the details for the "Tectonics". At the Nelson 

Arts and the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art, the shading pattern shows the 

Im p a c t  of climate meaning the solar energy. At the Wexner Center, the details of three- 

^ jjnensional abstract composition of the White steel frame express the sense of
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weightlessness in the building form. At the High Museum of Art, the details of the 

w hite steel panels' connection reflect the Purism of geometrical composition.

In summary, there are many approaches to the creation of contemporary 

architecture. These findings reveal several design strategies that explain the critical 

architectural vocabularies as an example analytical methodology to interpret the 

architects' design concepts. However, the interpretation of the design analyses may not 

necessarily coincide with the architects' design intentions because the domain of this 

study primarily focuses on the framework between contemporary architectural images 

and the public's goals.

The findings of this Master Report clearly demonstrate that history, theories, 

beliefs, and the four analytical categories were key components used in developing 

design strategies in order to arrive at the final design concepts. In finding an 

architectural solution within the human environment, the design theories then became 

the framework of the architects' belief systems while the analytical categories resulted 

in  the development of the built form.

Finally, I hope that this research will contribute to a better understanding of 

contemporary architecture by the profession and the public in order to appreciate the 

essence of built forms in our living environment.
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